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Life of Christ
BLOG

by Kevin Little

Let no debt remain outstanding, except the continuing debt to love one 
another, for whoever loves others has fulfilled the law.—Romans 13:8

I had a buddy back in college who played defensive end for a D1 college football 
program. His name was Jay, and he was 6’5” and ripped. He had just a slight hint of 
crazy in his eyes, which made him a blast to be around but could also unnerve the 
uninitiated. Now, I want you to picture that guy strolling around a mall, forcing eye 
contact with people so that he could smile at them. 

This was one of Jay’s grand experiments that flowed from his study of God’s Word. For 
an entire academic year, we had worked our way through Romans, diving into the deep 
end of Paul’s treatise on justification by faith, predestination, and the unlimited love of 
God. As we turned the corner through living sacrifices and renewing our minds, Paul 
began to instruct us about practically living out this transformed, Spirit-filled life. Each 
week, we would dissect a portion of Scripture, trying to understand what it meant from 
Paul to the Church in Rome that he so longed to visit, looking for that principle that we 
could then apply to our twenty-first-century lives. 

On this particular week, landing on the verse above, Jay had decided that because Jesus 
had demonstrated such love on the cross that Jay did not and could not deserve, he 
now owed a debt to every single person he came in contact with: to love them, no matter 
what. As he attempted his experiment of forcing a smile on EVERYONE at the mall, some 
people smiled back, and some got a little weirded out, but the person impacted the most 
was Jay. As he, in his uniquely odd way, poured out the mercy, love, and goodness he 
had received, he found his cup never felt empty but full, even overflowing.

Each of you should give what you have decided in your heart to give, not 
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reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver. And God 
is able to bless you abundantly, so that in all things at all times, having all 
that you need, you will abound in every good work.—2 Corinthians 6:7-8

When you acknowledge the enormous debt you have incurred and accept the 
undeserved, overwhelming grace given through Christ, you feel compelled to show 
that same mercy, love, and generosity as you move through life. And as you learn this 
way of living—of giving love away—you begin to experience God’s abundant blessing. 
No longer do you feel compelled; rather, you have even more mercy to abound in 
every good work as an overflow of the blessing on your life.

If you are struggling to show love, whether in your marriage, at your job, as a parent, 
a neighbor, or a friend, reflect on the love and mercy that Christ showed you on the 
cross. Then recognize that the same love and mercy now lives in you. Pull from those 
resources to love again, expecting that God (not your spouse, boss, kid, neighbor, or 
friend) will continue to refresh the love and mercy that you pour out even to the point of 
overflowing. Through the cross, Jesus deposited an infinite supply of love and mercy. 
Faith and hope are the debit card that provides access to these resources so we can 
love those closest to us. 

Take a moment to recognize the debt that remains because of the price Christ paid 
for you on the cross. As you act on that debt, be open to experiencing the boomerang 
generosity of God that fills you to overflowing as you act in faith to show love and 
mercy to the people around you, whether they deserve it or not.

Question   Do you lean more towards a scarcity or a generosity mindset? Where do 
you think that comes from?

Prayer Starter   Holy Spirit, forgive me for holding others to a standard that even I 
can’t measure up to. Fill me with Your presence, so that love and compassion flow out 
of me. And as I give Your love and mercy away today, I look forward to receiving Your 
continued and abundant blessing of more love to share!

Family Chat   Who is the most generous person you know? What makes them a 
generous person? Would your friends say you are generous?

Take Action   Choose to believe in the never-ending mercy of God, and share that 
practically through word or deed with others today. 


